
“Racial Inequality –
Moral and Ethical 
Issues”



Introduction

1.) Always interested in diversity of  people

2.) Influence of  People of  Color in my life 

3.) Recent outward expressions of  racial inequality

4.) Opportunity to define, create awareness and educate through
Jonathan Haidt and Albert Bandura’s theories as to why we
think, feel and act the way we do

5.) Importance of  individual and community respect of  all races, with
the ultimate hope that this discussion will continue beyond 
the course discussion platform, and that students will critically
think about their contributions to all of  society, be aware of  

interactions with different races and the consequences they may
have on the whole of  society, so that we can achieve a more just
society where everyone will be treated as equal. 

Introduction



Empirical Context:

Haidt’s Moral Foundations 
Theory:

- Six Innate and Universally 
Psychological Systems

a.) Intuition, not reason, drives
our moral judgement

b.) Empirical research
c.) Cultural Constructs
d.) Liberal and Conservative

thinking
e.) WEIRD
f.) Resolutions

Description of  Systematic 
Racism and Racial Inequality



Intersection of  Theory
a.) Intuition and Learning
b.) Fairness/Cheating

undercuts
justice, rights, and
autonomy.

Bandera’s Social Cognitive Theory:
a.) Thoughts & Behaviors learned at 

an early age – conscious &
unconscious awareness  

b.) Personal Agency Individual, 
proxy agency by influence to 
others, collective agency in
collective agreement to shape
future

c.) Moral justification – Selective 
Disengagement

Empirical Context



Project 
Specifics:

Project Creation

Intended Usage

Discussion Forum

- Poetry Review

- Questions Presented

- Responses Documented

5. How responses were used in summary of the final project paper



uSummary of Discussion Forum:

u1.) How did you feel as you read the poems? What themes 
found within the poetry invoked feelings? What type of 
feelings and why?

u2.) If you imagined a just society, what would it look like?

u3.) How might you think differently about race relations 
and racial justice going forward in view of the poetry?

u4.) Overall, did you enjoy the collection? What should other 
people know about this collection?

Outcomes 
Attained:



Conclusion and Discussion:
- Intention of 

the Poetry 
Collection

- Discussion and 
Participation

- Participant 
Effect

- Dealing with 
the Subject

- Immediate 
Goals 

- Ultimate Goal

- Acceptance of 
Diversity



Two Questions to Consider:
1.) If  you could and had the means to do so, 
how would you partake in trying to irradicate 
racial inequality?

2.) If  you walked in another person’s shoes as I 
chose to do in writing this poetry collection, 
with knowledge and understanding of  what you 
were writing about, whose shoes would you 
walk in and why? (Can be any person in our 
country who has experienced discrimination or 
injustice)


